The Keiper-Li sequence {λ n } is most sensitive to the Riemann Hypothesis asymptotically (n → ∞), but highly elusive both analytically and numerically. We deform it to fully explicit sequences, simpler to analyze and to compute (up to n = 5·10 5 by G. Misguich). We extend that to the Davenport-Heilbronn counterexamples, then demonstrate explicit tests that selectively react to zeros off the critical line.
Main notations and background
• ζ(x) : the Riemann zeta function, x ∈ C \ {1}; (e.g., [30] 
and better normalized for us than Riemann's ξ-function: 2ξ(0) = 2ξ(1) = 1. The symmetry in (1) makes us also denote x = 1 2
+ t + iT (t, T real).
• {ρ} : the set of zeros of ξ (the nontrivial zeros of ζ or Riemann zeros, counted with multiplicities if any); this set has the symmetry axes R and 
infinite summations over zeros are to be ordered symmetrically, as
• The Riemann Hypothesis (RH): for all Riemann zeros, Re ρ ≡ has been systematically confirmed (by direct checking), with T 0 having currently reached the value [15] T 0 ≈ 2.4 · 10 
Our goal is to present a novel type of explicit sequential criteria for RH, and to see how these might work to test RH further (i.e., beyond T 0 ). We will dub ρ ′ any zeros for which we assume Re ρ ′ > 
The Keiper and Li coefficients
In 1992 Keiper [18] considered a real sequence {λ n } of generating function
(we write λ K n for Keiper's λ n ), deduced that
and that RH ⇒ λ K n > 0 (∀n), then asserted (without proof nor elaboration): "if we assume the Riemann hypothesis, and further that the zeros are very evenly distributed, we can show that λ m ≈ log m 2 − log(2π) + 1 − γ 2 ." I.e., (γ − log 2π − 1) ≈ −1.130330700754 .
The conformal mapping M : z → x in (6) pulls back each zero ρ to
and the critical line L to the unit circle {|z| = 1}, ensuring that ( Fig. 1 ):
RH ⇐⇒ |z ρ | ≡ 1 (∀ρ) ⇐⇒ ϕ is regular in the full disk {|z| < 1}. (10) In 1997 Li [20] independently introduced another sequence {λ n }, through
(we write λ L n for Li's λ n ), deduced that
and proved the sharp equivalence (Li's criterion):
As seen for instance by comparing (7) vs (12),
for all n = 1, 2, . . . ; (14) our superscripts K vs L will disambiguate λ n whenever the factor n matters.
Probing RH through the Keiper-Li constants λ n
Li's criterion (13) makes it clear that the Keiper-Li sequence is RH-sensitive: does it then provide new and more efficient ways to test RH?
Known results actually entail that, beyond the present frontier (4), the sequence {λ n } may effectively probe RH only in its tail n ≫ 1 and via its asymptotic form for n → ∞.
In 2000 for all zeros with | Im ρ| ≤ T 0 =⇒ λ n ≥ 0 for all n ≤ T 2 0 , (15) and that under RH, [25, § 2] λ L n = n( (γ − log 2π − 1),
which concurs with Keiper's formula (8) but now assuming RH alone. In 2004 Maślanka [21] [22] computed a few thousand λ L n -values numerically and inferred asymptotic conjectures on them for the case RH true.
In [2004] [2005] [2006] , inspired by the latter (but unaware of [25] ), we used the saddle-point method to draw an asymptotic criterion for RH: [31] as n → ∞,
(exponentially growing oscillations with both signs);
(implying asymptotic positivity).
Note: the remainder term o(n) in (16) got improved to O( √ n log n) by Lagarias [19] (2007), and to ny n with {y n } ∈ ℓ 2 by Arias de Reyna [1] (2011).
Hence, even with the (fixed) sequence {λ n }, violations of RH will get increasingly harder to track as the floor height T 0 (currently (4)) gets higher.
First, Li's sign test (13) is, by (15) , inactive up to n = T + t + iT violates RH then |T | ≥ T 0 ≫ 1, and the effect z −n ρ ′ in (17) becomes detectable against the background (18) only for n T 2 /|t|.
[32] Now in the z variable, that RH-violation is measured by δ|z| = |z ρ ′ | − 1 ( Fig. 1 right) ; but δ|z|/|z| ≈ |t|/T 2 as |T | ≫ 1, therefore n T 2 /|t| means n |δ log |z|| 1 which is no less than the uncertainty principle, as (i log z) and n are Fourierconjugate variables in (6) . Then, as that principle is universal, n T 2 /|t| will bound any detection of ρ ′ through λ n . With |t| < 1 2
, the best possible sensitivity domain of {λ n } to RH is, finally,
It is then no surprise that published λ n -plots (having n 7000) solely reflect the RH-true pattern (18) (already from n ≈ 30). [18] [21] So, whether one would take (13) or (17)- (18) to track violations of RH, the Keiper-Li sequence {λ n } only matters in its asymptotic tail {n ≫ 1}, where the alternative (17)- (18) rules (and enacts Li's sign property as well).
At the same time, the λ n are quite elusive analytically [7] [9]. Numerically too, (see Maślanka [21] [22] and Coffey [8] ) their evaluation requires a recursive machinery, of intricacy blowing up with n; [22, fig. 6 ] moreover reports a loss of ca. 0.2 decimal place of precision per step n (when working ex nihiloi.e., using no Riemann zeros in input); only λ n -values up to n ≈ 4000 were thus accessed until recently, with n = 10 5 attained by Johansson [17, § 4.2] (who states a loss of 1 bit ≈ 0.3 decimal place per step n). Even then, the range (19) needed for new tests of RH stays out of reach, motivating quests for more accessible sequences.
But first, as the asymptotic sensitivity to RH is the main property we will prove to generalize, we review its mechanism for {λ n } itself. upper half-planes (at mock locations, including a putative pair off the critical line L). Symmetrical lower half-planes, and the zeros therein, are implied. In the z-plane (right), we also plot the contour deformation used by Darboux's method upon the integral (21) for n → ∞.
Asymptotic analysis of {λ n } (to be generalized)
The forthcoming derivation of the large-n alternative (17)- (18) for λ n readily settles the RH-false case (17) , then needs one more step for the RH-true formula (18) . (In [31] we obtained both cases in parallel by the saddle-point method used on a single integral, but this approach does not yet extend.) Within the broader setting of large-order asymptotics, we basically follow the classic Darboux's idea [12, § 7.2] : for a sequence like (6), the n → ∞ form is ruled by the radius of convergence of its generating function ϕ(z), by use of the integral formula (equivalent to (6) by the residue theorem)
where C is a positive contour close to z = 0 leaving all other singularities (namely, those of ϕ(z)) outside.
Darboux's method does the RH false case
Solely for this stage, it is worth integrating (20) by parts first, to
ϕ ′ , a meromorphic function, will be simpler to use than the multiply-valued ϕ.
Since the integrand in (21) has the large-n form e Φn(z) where Φ n tends to ∞ with n (Φ n (z) ∼ −n log z), we may use the steepest-descent method [13, § 2.5] to deform the contour C toward decreasing Re (−n log z), i.e., as a circle of radius r growing toward 1 ( Fig. 1 right) ; then, by the residue theorem, each singularity of ϕ ′ swept in turn, namely a simple pole z ρ ′ per RH-violating zero ρ ′ on the {Re x > 1 2 } side, yields an asymptotic contribution (−z −n ρ ′ ) in descending order, and these altogether add up to (17) . [31] If now RH is true, then as the radius of the contour attains r = 1 − , (17) reaches no better than λ L n = o(r −n ) (∀r < 1); only a finer analysis of the limiting integral at r = 1 − pins down an asymptotic form for λ n , see next.
1.3.2 Oesterlé's argument for the RH true case [25] (reworded by us). Its starting point will be the real-integral form (22) below, which comes from letting the contour in (20) go up to {|z| = 1 − } (unobstructed, under RH true), making the change of variable z = e iθ , and reducing to an integral over real θ : [25] [31]
Now, θ real ⇐⇒ M(z) = θ, so θ is also the angle subtended by the real vector ( − → 01) from the point + iT ( Fig. 1  left) ; the counting function condenses to the critical line:
+ iT ]}. An alternative validation of (22) is that its (Stieltjes) integral by parts n −1 π 0 2(1 − cos nθ) dN at once yields the sum formula (7) under RH. The n → ∞ form mod o(1) of (22) now directly stems from the Riemannvon Mangoldt formula (2) ,
is integrable in θ up to θ = 0, hence the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma says that its integral against sin nθ in (22) is o(1), i.e., negligible;
2) we change to the variable Θ n ≡ nθ; then, change the resulting upper integration bound nπ to +∞ and use T ∼ 1/θ = n/Θ n , all mod o(1), to get
This finally reduces, by the classic formulae 
amounting to (16) .
2 An explicit variant to the sequence {λ
Given those difficulties with the original sequence {λ n } ( § 1.2), we propose to deform it (specifically, Keiper's form (6)) into a simpler one, still RHsensitive but of elementary closed form. While the original specification (6) for λ n looks rigid, this is due to an extraneous assumption implied on the mapping M: that the x-plane image x 0 def = M(z = 0) has to be the pole of ζ, i.e., x 0 ≡ 1. Indeed, (6) at once builds {λ n } upon the germ of log 2ξ(x) at x 0 = M(0) ("basepoint" for {λ n }), and fixes M(0) ≡ 1 but this imposition is only optional. To wit, (6) with other conformal mappings M = M gives RH-sensitivity just as well: the key condition is (10), fulfilled if M −1 ({ρ}∩L) ⊂ {|z| = 1}, and this nowhere binds the basepoint x 0 (now: M (0)). Prime such examples are all M = M • Hz, where Hz conformally maps the unit disk onto itself as
these M , for which x 0 = (1 +z) −1 , yield parametric coefficients λ n (x 0 ) in terms of the derivatives (log ξ) (m) (x 0 ); those are in fact Sekatskii's [27] "generalized Li's sums" k n,a with
, the symmetry center for ξ(x) ([33, § 3.4], and Appendix). But to attain truly simpler and explicit results, neither of those alterations goes far enough. As a further step, rather than depending on a single basepoint (except, in a loose sense, x 0 = ∞ ?), we will crucially discretize the derivatives of log ξ within the original λ n into selected finite differences (and likewise in the Appendix for our centered λ 0 n ).
Construction of a new sequence {Λ n }
The λ n are qusite elusive as they involve derivatives of log 2ξ (and worse, of growing order), cf. (11) . On the integral form (20) , that clearly ties to the denominator z n+1 having its zeros degenerate (all at z = 0, see fig. 2 left). Now at given n, if we split those zeros apart as 0, z 1 , . . . , z n (all distinct, and still inside the contour: fig. 2 right) , then by the residue theorem, (20) will simplify to a linear combination of the ϕ(z m ), i.e., a finite difference.
Doing so by plain shifts of the factors z → z − z m would also split their unit disks apart, and thus ruin the setting of § 1.3 for asymptotic RH-sensitivity. So to fix {|z| = 1}, we again use hyperbolic translations (25) , but now a different one upon each factor : z → H zm (z), instead of a common one on all of z n+1 as done formerly (which left log 2ξ differentiated, only elsewhere). The origin z = 0 has then lost all special status, hence so does the particular mapping M (selected to make z = 0 the preimage of the pole x = 1); then the variable x, natural for the ζ-function, is also the simplest to use here. Rewritten in the variable x, (20) reads as (26) and the deformations just introduced have the form
where the contour C n encircles the set {1, x 1 , . . . , x n } positively (and may as well depend on n). Then the integral in (27) readily evaluates to
by the residue theorem (x = 1 contributes zero thanks to log 2ξ(1) = 0). Now, we choose x m ≡ 2m for m = 1, 2, . . . (independently of n), to capitalize on the known values ζ(2m). That fixes
(by the duplication and reflection formulae for Γ). The resulting residues are
where
For later use, the partial fraction decomposition itself of f n is (29) upon the right-hand side first confirms the constant term therein to be 0 as shown, then yields two more identities:
Next, for each n we select a contour C n that just encircles the real interval [1, 2n] positively (to encircle the subinterval [2, 2n] would suffice, but here it will always be beneficial to dilate, not shrink, C n ). Our final result is then
and the latter form is fully explicit: A nm are given by (32), and
(38) So, we deformed Keiper's {λ K n } by discretizing the derivatives on log 2ξ to finite differences anchored at locations 1, {2m} where ξ has known values, in a canonical way basically dictated by the preservation of RH-sensitivity.
2
This discretized Keiper sequence {Λ n } has the elementary closed form (36), which is moreover directly computable at any n (in welcome contrast to the original λ n , which need an iterative procedure all the way up from n = 1).
Remarks.
1) Thanks to the second sum rule (34), the (log 2π)-contributions to (36) from the first expression (37) can be summed, resulting in Λ n ≡ 1 2 log 2π + u n with
this sequence {u n } is the one used in our first note [34] . Likewise, the rightmost expression (37) leads to the partially summed form
suitable for computer routines able to directly deliver (log Γ).
2) If in place of (37) we evaluate log 2ξ(2m) using (1) 600,000,000 ); for our Λ n the analogous n-value will prove considerably lower ( § 4.2). 4) The whole scheme will be extended from the Riemann zeta function ζ to certain Dirichlet L-functions in § 3.5, then to some linear combinations thereof, specifically the Davenport-Heilbronn functions, in § 4.4.
Expression of Λ n in terms of the Riemann zeros
Let the primitive F n of the function f n in (29), (33) be defined by
and by single-valuedness in the whole x-plane minus the cut [0, 2n] : e.g.,
. Then in terms of (41), the Λ n are expressible by summations over the zeros (which converge like ρ 1/ρ for any n, hence need the rule (3)):
n ] in place of the F n (x), for which (42) restores (7).) Proof of (42) (outlined, see fig. 3 ): first stretch the contour C n in (35) to C ′ n fully enclosing the cut [0, 2n] of F n (as allowed by log 2ξ(0) = 0). Since F n is single-valued on C ′ n , the so modified (35) can be integrated by parts,
then the contour C ′ n can be further deformed into a sum of an outer anticlockwise circle C R centered at 1 2 of radius R → ∞ (not drawn), and of small clockwise circles around the poles of the meromorphic function ξ ′ /ξ inside C R ; these poles are the Riemann zeros ρ therein, and each contributes F n (ρ). By the Functional Equation (1), the integral on C R is also
2 ); then this integral tends to 0 if R → ∞ while keeping at a distance from ordinates of Riemann zeros in a classic fashion (so that |ζ ′ /ζ|(r + iR) < K log 2 R for all r ∈ [−1, +2], cf. [10, p. 108]), hence (42) results.
Resulting new sequential criterion for RH
Like the elusive Keiper-Li sequence, the fully explicit one {Λ n } proves RHsensitive (just slightly differently). The argument will use the function
Asymptotic criterion
Our main result is an asymptotic sensitivity to RH as n → ∞, through this alternative for {Λ n } which parallels (17)- (18) for {λ n } :
⊂ {Re X > 0}, so the sum (45) is a truncation of
(giving a power-like growing oscillation about 0, cf. (31)); • RH true: Λ n ∼ log n + C, C = log 2, which testifies to a preserved kinship of Λ n to λ K n . For the RH false case, the pair (45)-(46) is formally, in the variable log n, an expansion in exponentials multiplied by divergent power series (i.e., a transseries), to be interpreted with caveats as detailed in § 3.2.
The derivation scheme will transpose the arguments of § 1.3 to Λ n expressed in an integral form and now in the x-plane: either (35) (using the function g n (x)) in place of (20) , or its integral by parts (43) (using F n (x)) in place of (21) . Two new problems arise here: the large-n forms of g n (x) and F n (x) need to be worked out, and the geometry of the integrands is strongly n-dependent hence the relative scales of n and x will matter.
-If we need uniform asymptotics in the integrands we must rescale the geometry as, for instance, x = 1 2 + 2nX : this condenses the singularities onto the fixed X-segment [0, 1] as n → ∞. The Stirling formula applied to the ratio of Γ functions in (30) then yields
with the function Φ(X) from (44).
Next, integrating for
dy, with y = 1 2 + 2nY yields
which is a Laplace transform in the integration variable Φ, hence it has an asymptotic power series in (1/n) (usually divergent) starting as [13, eq. 2.2(2)]
-Whereas if we let n → ∞ at fixed x, (31) at once implies
Here (log n) occupies the place of n as large parameter, and the same Laplace argument for the integral
dy now yields an asymptotic series in powers of (1/ log n) (usually divergent), starting as
Details for the case RH false
As in § 1.3.1, we can apply the steepest-descent method to the integral (43) written in the global variable X. We rescale the contour C ′ n then deform it toward level contours Re Φ(X) = Φ 0 → 0 + : these approach the completed critical line in the X-plane, {Re X = 0} ∪ {∞}, from the {Re X > 0} side ( fig. 4) . Apart from staying on this side (and being rescaled to the X-plane), the contour deformation is isotopic to that used in § 2.3, hence it likewise yields a contribution F n (ρ ′ ) per RH-violating zero ρ ′ whose rescaled image
(The novelty vs (42) is that now the terms come asymptotically ordered.) For X → ∞, Φ(X) ∼ 1/X, hence the level curves asymptotically become {Re (1/X) = Φ 0 } (circles tangent to the imaginary X-axis at 0). Thus the above sum over zeros has a natural cutoff | Im ρ ′ | n/Φ 0 , which is the height above which the disk {Re (1/X) > Φ 0 } parts from the critical strip. When zooming in to the n → ∞, fixed-x regime, then by (52) the level curves turn to parallel lines {Re x − < ε} escapes the deformation, but by (52) its contribution to the integral (43) is O(n ε ), ultimately negligible. Therefore, Λ n (mod o(R n ) ∀R > e Φ 0 ) equals the above sum
, which proves (45) under the replacement R 0 = e Φ 0 . This fixed-x regime actually governs each individual term of the sum (45), since any given zero lives at fixed x: thus, setting x = ρ ′ in (52) directly yields the asymptotic form (46) which is explicit including the ndependence, unlike the F n (ρ ′ ) for n → ∞. Now the sum (45) as a whole cannot be reexpressed that way, because (46) is not uniform in x; and indeed, a closed asymptotic form for Λ n is out of reach: just as for λ n in § 1.3.2 it would encode the asymptotic distribution of the Riemann zeros, but this stays fundamentally undetermined (because truly 2-dimensional ) if RH is false. Still, (46) correctly specifies the contribution to Λ n from any single RH-violating zero ρ ′ ≡ 1 2
+ t + iT (t > 0): i.e., a term cycling around zero of amplitude growing with n as
If now RH is true then, as Φ 0 attains 0 + , (45) reaches no better than Λ n = o(R n ) (∀R > 1), and only a finer analysis of the limiting integral on the critical line L will lead to a definite asymptotic form, as follows.
Details for the case RH true
Here our quickest path is to adapt Oesterlé's argument from §1.3.2.
To deform {λ n } to {Λ n }, we replaced x x − 1 n in (26) by g n (x) from (30).
That changes (22) to
where Θ n ∈ (0, nπ] (previously for λ n : Θ n ≡ nθ) is now the sum of the n angles subtended by the real vectors ( −−−−−−−→ 1 − 2m, 2m) from the point + iT , for m = 1, 2, . . . , n. The two endpoint slopes of the function Θ n (θ) will then play the main (independent) roles:
We then follow the same steps as with λ
θ)) dθ = o(1) if a nonstationary-phase principle applies for the oscillatory function sin Θ n (θ), i.e., the minimum slope of Θ n (θ) (θ ∈ [0, π]) must go to ∞ with n: previously (with Θ n ≡ nθ) that slope was n, now it is Θ ′ n (π) ∼ 1 4 log n which still diverges for n → ∞ therefore gives that o(1) bound (but due to Θ ′ n (π) ≪ n, this o(1) might decay much more slowly than the corresponding o(1) for λ K n ). 2) In this step (i.e., T → +∞), only θ → 0 behaviors enter; here Θ n (θ) ∼ Θ ′ n (0) θ, vs nθ previously, so it suffices to substitute Θ A full Li's crterion for the new sequence {Λ n } would read as
but anyway, such a forcible inclusion of all n is not vital in our focus on RH-sensitivity: already for the λ n , only the n ≫ 1 region counted ( § 1.2); and likewise, our criterion (45)-(47) entails Λ n > 0 asymptotically if and only if RH holds ( fig. 9 will illustrate that on a counterexample to RH). As for low n, Λ n > 0 will prove numerically manifest there (see § 4.1). All those observations make us conjecture that Li's criterion fully holds for the sequence {Λ n } as well (but appears harder to prove than for {λ n }).
Generalized-RH asymptotic alternative
All previous developments carry over from ζ(x) to Dirichlet L-functions, which have the form (using the Hurwitz zeta function ζ(x, w)) 
• Explicit values at integers, in terms of Bernoulli polynomials: by the clas-
explicit at all x = −ℓ; the functional equation (59) then converts that to explicit values for L χ (and ξ χ ) at all even, resp. odd, positive integers according to the even, resp. odd parity of χ. And L χ (1) (hence ξ χ (1)) is explicitly computable also for even parity. • A Keiper-Li sequence λ χ,n exists for ξ χ in full similarity to the case of Riemann's ξ. For GRH, the only change in our asymptotic alternative (17)- (18) affects the constant c in (18) or (24) Then as before, the definition of {λ K χ,n } can be discretized to yield an explicit sequence {Λ χ,n } involving finite differences of elementary log ξ χ -values. For even χ, everything stays as in § 2.1 (where even parity is implied throughout), hence Λ χ,n are given by (36) with 2 ξ(2m) simply replaced by 1 ξ χ (1) ξ χ (2m). For odd χ on the other hand, the points x m have to be relocated from 2m to 2m + 1, resulting in these main changes:
ξ χ (2m+1) (χ odd). (64) All in all, the asymptotic alternative (45)- (47) generalizes to one depending on χ, via its parity on the "false" side, and period d on the "true" side: (65) and, for each given GRH-violating zero ρ ′ ,
• GRH true:
log 2), cf. (47), (60).
Quantitative aspects
We now discuss how the discretized Keiper sequence {Λ n } vs the Keiper-Li {λ n } might serve as a practical probe for RH in a complementary perspective to standard tests. (To rigorously (dis)prove RH using {Λ n } is also a prospect in theory, but we have not worked on that.)
Numerical data in the Riemann case
Low-n calculations of Λ n ( fig. 5 ) agree very early with the RH-true behavior (here, (47)), just as was the case for λ n [18] [21] . The remainder term δΛ n def = Λ n − (log n + C) looks compatible with an o (1) bound (fig. 6 ), albeit less neatly than the analogous δλ K n [18, fig. 1][21, fig. 6b ], (note: even Keiper [18] plotted δλ The main oscillation in (−1) n δΛ n ( fig. 6 ) must come from F n (ρ 1 ) in (42) for the lowest Riemann zero ρ 1 : the (log n)-period agrees with 2π/ Im ρ 1 (per the asymptotic form (52)), as 2π/14.1347 ≈ 0.44 .
Imprints of putative zeros violating RH
RH-violating zeros ρ ′ (if any) seem to enter the picture just as for the λ n : their contributions (46) will asymptotically dominate log n, but numerically they will emerge and take over extremely late. Indeed for such a zero ρ ′ = 1 2 + t + iT , with 0 < t < and T 2.4 · 10 12 [15] , its contribution scales like T −2 (2n/T ) t / log n in modulus, by (53). We then get its crossover threshold (in order of magnitude, neglecting logarithms and constants against powers) by solving
This is worse than (19) for λ n , all the more if Λ n < 0 were sought (the righthand side of (70) should then be log 2 n). There is however room for possible improvement: the core problem is to filter out a weak ρ ′ -signal from the given background (47), therefore any predictable structure in the latter is liable to boost the gain. For instance, the hyperfine structure of δΛ n is oscillatory of period 2 (fig. 6) ; this suggests to average over that period, which empirically discloses a rather neat (1/n)-decay trend ( fig. 7) :
The same operation on a ρ ′ -signal F n (ρ ′ ) in (45) roughly applies 1 2 (d/dn) to the factor n T therein (again neglecting t ≪ T and log n), i.e., multiplies it by 1 2 (T /n). Thus heuristically, i.e., conjecturing the truth of (72) for n → ∞ under RH, the crossover condition improves from (70) to We can hope that efficient signal-analysis techniques may still lower this detection threshold. Even an empirical mindset may be acceptable there: the {Λ n } (like {λ n }) should anyway work best for global coarse detection of a possible RH-violation; this could then guide the classic algorithms [15] (which are local) to concentrate on a smaller region, and then confirm (or disprove) that RH-violating zero in full rigor.
4.3
The uncertainty principle for {Λ n } An absolute detection limit is however provided by the uncertainty principle, and this has to be quantified here. Near the critical line {Re X = 0} and for large n, Λ n is an integral of the zeros' distribution against essentially e nΦ(i Im X) (by (43), (50)), which is a distorted plane wave. To resolve t > 0 for a zero ρ ′ = 1 2
+ 2nX, the uncertainty principle asks its scale (Re X = t/(2n) in the X-plane) to be at least of the order of the local wavelength which is 1/[n log(1 + 1/(Im X)
2 )] by (44), with Im X = T /(2n) : that means 1 2 t log(1 + 4n 2 /T 2 ) 1 or, to a fair approximation when t < |T | e 1/t .
Against the corresponding bound n T 2 /t for {λ n } in § 1.2, at any given t > 0 this will favor {Λ n } once |T | 1 2 t e 1/t . E.g., at the current floor height (4), the best possible n-threshold (i.e., for t = 1 2 − 0) gets improved to 10 13 , from 10 25 for {λ n } in (19) . That bound also allows for n to go well below the detection thresholds (71), (73) -in principle: there still remains to actually extract a putative ρ ′ -signal, extremely weak at such decreased n, from the "noise" created by the many more zeros lying nearby on the critical line.
The Davenport-Heilbronn counterexamples
More tests of interest lie in the generalized setting of § 3.5 for odd parity. As Dirichlet L-function we only tested the β-function (of period 4) and saw no difference of behavior patterns in {Λ β,n } vs {Λ n }. If we then go beyond, there exist special periodic odd Dirichlet series that are not Dirichlet L-functions, but obey similar functional equations and have many zeros off the critical line L. (65)-(66)).
Specifically, for φ = (1 + √ 5) (the golden ratio), let
(an odd function on the integers mod 5); and, similarly to (58),
) − ζ(x, 3 5 )] − ζ(x, 
As in § 3.5, this makes f ± , ξ ± explicit at the positive odd integers: (we also used B 2m+1 (1 − a) ≡ −B 2m+1 (a)). So, in line with (64) we take
as explicit sequences to probe our asymptotic criterion for GRH (as (65)-(68) with # = odd and d = 5) upon the DH functions f ± respectively (as cases with zeros off the critical line L). Now the numerics break the formal (±)-symmetry to a surprising extent. For ξ + , the lowest-T zero off the line L is ρ ′ + ≈ 0.808517+85.699348 i. [29] Then, for its detection through the sequence {Λ +,n }, our predicted threshold (70) gives n ≈ T 1+2/t ≈ (85.7) 7.48 ≈ 3 · 10 14 : indeed, our low-n data ( fig. 8 ) solely reflect the GRH-true pattern (68) for d = 5,
Whereas for ξ − , the lowest-T zero off L is ρ Indeed, fig. 9 shows a neat crossover of Λ −,n from the GRH-true pattern (80) at low n, toward the dominant GRH-false pattern (65) at higher n, namely
Even though the form (80) is superseded by (81) asymptotically, its numerical contribution to Λ −,n fully remains, hence to test (81) we first have to subtract (80) from Λ −,n ; then, the remainder
shows period-2 oscillations symmetrical about 0, so we rather plot (−1) n δΛ −,n : now fig. 10 shows that this is very well fitted by (−1) n 2 Re F odd n (ρ ′ − ) from (81). In turn, (66) specifies the latter explicitly to first order in (1/ log n), and this also reasonably fits the data (with (1/ log n) not being that small).
Thus, numerical data for the sequences {Λ ±,n } support our asymptotic alternative in full. We stress that fig. 9 models how, at some much higher n, {Λ n } itself will blow up if RH (for ζ(x)) is false. The Λ ±,n also ought to be a testing ground for any ideas to detect RH false earlier with the Λ n . 
The hitch
We now refocus on the numerical quest for {Λ n } (the Riemann case), to discuss a major issue. The (log n)-sized values Λ n result from alternating summations like (36) over terms growing much faster (exponentially) with n: very deep cancellations must then take place, which may explain the sensitivity of Λ n (to RH) but also create a computational hurdle for n ≫ 1, namely a loss of precision growing linearly with n. For sums like (36), s m of order comparable to unity, the slightest end accuracy requires each summand s m to be input with a "base" precision ≈ log 10 |s m | (working in decimal digits throughout); plus uniformly adding D to reach s m accurate to D digits. We can tune the required precision in (36) for each m-value at large given n by using the Stirling formula, to find that m * ≈ n/ √ 2 is where |s m | is largest and the required base precision log 10 |s m | culminates, reaching log 10 |A nm * log 2ξ(2m * )| ∼ log 10 (3 + 2 √ 2) n ≈ 0.76555 n digits, see fig E5-2670 0 @ 2.6 GHz processor).
For higher n-values, G. Misguich kindly developed a much faster parallel code (available on request), based on the multiple-precision GNU MPFR library, [24] and ran it on a 20-core machine still @ 2.6 GHz with 256 Go of memory. He reached CPU times ≈ 97 s for n = 20000, 5.6 h for n = 100000, 22.7 days for n = 500000 (without optimizing the precision by fig. 11 ; thus n could still be raised, but not so far as to justify the much longer programming and computing times then needed). Now the true current challenge is to probe |T | 2.4 · 10 12 by (4), hence to reach n 2 · 10 36 (assuming the more favorable estimate (73), 10 60 otherwise), which then needs a working precision 1.6 · 10 36 decimal places at times. This need for a huge precision already burdened the original λ n but somewhat less and amidst several steeper complexities; now for the Λ n , the ill-conditioning increased while other difficulties waned. As current status, the n-range needed for new tests of RH stays beyond reach for the Λ n too.
Still, {Λ n } has assets to win over {λ n } in the long run. The Λ n are fully explicit; their evaluations are recursion-free, thus very few samples (at high enough n, for sure) might suffice to signal that RH is violated somewhere; and the required working precision peaking at ≈ 0.766 n stands as the only stumbling block, but this is a purely logistic barrier, which might be lowered if (36) ever grew better conditioned variants. Already, (39) needs a much lower precision (∝ √ πn grows negligibly, compared to the A nm log(|B 2m |/(2m − 3)!! : thus only the latter simpler expressions demand the top precision, and mainly for m ≈ n/ √ 2. Further such improvements should be pursued in priority to allow for much higher n. The slow growth of the uncertainty-principle threshold (74) is also an aspect favoring {Λ n }.
Concluding remark and acknowledgments
While other sequences sensitive to RH for large n are known [2] [14] , not to mention Keiper-Li again, we are unaware of any previous case combining a fully closed form like (36) with a practical sensitivity-threshold of tempered growth n = O(T ν ).
We are very grateful to G. Misguich (from our Institute) who wrote and ran a special fast code for numerical calculations reaching n = 500000. [24] Appendix: Centered variant
We sketch a treatment parallel to the main text for our Li-type sequences using the alternative basepoint x 0 = 1 2 , the center for the ξ-function [33, §3.4] (and focusing on the Riemann zeros' case, just for the sake of definiteness).
We recall that the Functional Equation ξ(1 − x) ≡ ξ(x) allows us, in place of the mapping z → x = (1 − z) −1 within ξ as in (6) , to use the double-valued map y → xw(y) = 
We now build an explicit variant for this sequence (84), similar to {Λ n } for {λ K n }. First, the deformations of (84) analogous to those in § 2.1 read as 1 2πi dy H y 0 (y) · · · H yn (y) log 2ξ(x) (here x ≡ xw(y)),
cf. (25) , for which the simplest analytical form we found, mirroring (27) , is 
where now x ≡ x(r) with the new variable (88) These coefficients, while still explicit, are less tractable than the Λ n from (36), (32); at the same time their design is more advanced, as it captures the Functional Equation (through the λ 0 n , and unlike the Λ n and λ n ); nevertheless we are yet to see any concrete benefit to using {Λ 
with log |∆ ρ ′ Λ 0 n (w)| ∼ (ρ ′ − 1/2) log n,
• RH true: Λ 0 n (w) ∼ √w (log n + C), C = 1 2
(γ −log π−1) as in (47). (91) The latter is proved by extending Oesterlé's method just as with Λ n ; whereas the former needs large-n estimations of the product in (86), but our current ones remain crude compared to the full Stirling formula available for (30) ; that precludes us from reaching the absolute scales of the ∆ ρ ′ Λ 0 n (w) and hence the values of n from which any such terms might become detectable.
Numerically though (with all our tests of § 4 admitting centered variants), we saw all changes from the non-centered data (main text) to be slight, especially for n ≫ 1, aside from the overall factor √w in (91).
